IDS Member
Opportunities for Contributions
Regional User Group Chairs

1 Year Term (Fall-Summer)

- Works with:
  - Other RUG Chairs and Mentors to organize locations, agendas, assessment, and progress of User Groups
  - Creative Technologist and IDS Project secretary to plan logistics of RUG meetings
- Contact for members with any questions, ideas, or concerns about RUG
Current RUG Chairs

**Western:** Heidi Webb

**Metro:** Marta Ambroziak

**Eastern:** Jay Kibby
Regional User Group Meetings

Host!
Program!
Present!
Mentors

im in ur ILLiad

processing ur requestz
Current Mentors

**Nancy Abashian** - Binghamton University (BNG)
**Jennifer Acker** - Hudson Valley Community College (VXV)
**Saleena Au** - Adelphi University (VJA)
**Silvia Cho** - CUNY Graduate Center (ZGM)
**Tim Jackson** - University at Albany (NAM)
**Jay Kibby** - The College of St. Rose (VJN)
**Will Koch** - CUNY Brooklyn College (VDB)
**Miquel Little** - Claremont Colleges Library

**Karen Okamoto** - John Jay College of Criminal Justice (VVJ)
**Melissa Perez** - University of Texas at San Antonio (TXJ)
**Beth Posner** - CUNY Graduate Center (ZGM)
**Chris Sisak** - Nazareth College (XNC)
**Elise Thornley** - Binghamton University (BNG)
**Heidi Webb** - College of Environmental Science and Forestry (VXF)
**Simone Yearwood** - CUNY Queens College (XQM)
Conference Planning Committee
2017 Planning Committee Members

Jennifer Acker - Hudson Valley Community College (VXV)
Ron Figueroa - Syracuse University (SYB)
Sue Grayson - Hudson Valley Community College (VXV)
Ben Hogben - Ithaca College (XIM)
Tim Jackson - University at Albany (NAM)
Bill Jones - IDS Project
Michelle Lee - Dartmouth College (DRB)
Robyn Reed - Union College (ZWU)
Mark Sullivan - IDS Project
Elise Thornley - Binghamton University (BNG)
Other ways to be involved!

- ALIAS Copyright Lookup
- IDS-L/WorkflowToolkit-L
- Online Learning Institute
- Present at RUG’s and Conferences
- Updating the WorkflowToolkit
- Sharing your ideas!